COVID-19 presents an unprecedented challenge to hospitals and the systems in which they operate. The primary exponential surge of COVID-19 cases is arguably the most devastating event a hospital will face. In some countries, these surges during the initial outbreak of the disease have resulted in hospitals suffering from significant resource strain, leading to excess patient mortality and negatively impacting staff wellbeing. As experience builds in managing these surges, it has become evident that agile, tailored planning tools are required. The comprehensive hospital agile preparedness (CHAPs) tool provides clinical planners with six key domains to consider that frequently create resource strain during COVID-19; it also allows local planners to identify issues unique to their hospital, system or region. Although this tool has been developed from COVID-19 experiences, it has potential to be modified for a variety of pandemic scenarios according to transmission modes, rates and critical care resource requirements.
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The problem

COVID-19 presents an unprecedented challenge to hospitals and the systems in which they operate.1 The primary exponential surge of COVID-19 cases is arguably the most devastating event a hospital will face.2 This will be exacerbated by any pre-existing stress and decreased systemic resilience already affecting healthcare systems. In some countries, these surges during the initial outbreak of the disease resulted in hospitals suffering from significant resource strain, leading to excess patient mortality and negative impacts on staff wellbeing.3,4 Both of these factors severely hamper the sustainability of the local COVID-19 response.5,6
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In this paper, we outline a structured approach to hospital preparedness for local surges. This is based on NHS England and NHS Improvement’s Secondary Care: Document of Preparedness, which takes a comprehensive view and aims to support local responses and minimise the risk these exponential surges cause.7

The approach

To allow hospitals to rapidly prepare for a surge we have produced the CHAPs (Comprehensive Hospital Agile Preparedness) tool for swift identification of potential bottlenecks in hospital systems according to our current understanding of COVID-19 (see Fig 1). This structured approach highlights six key domains: workforce; infrastructure; supplies and equipment; service reconfiguration; data and information technology; and communications. While these domains are independent factors, they do not function independently. If one domain is disrupted, the system will struggle and this in turn will affect the other domains.

Domain one: Workforce

One of the government’s responses to COVID-19 is self-isolation: an individual should isolate for 7 days if they are symptomatic, or 14 days if they are well but residing in the same household as a symptomatic individual.8 As hospital staff self-isolation increases and inpatient numbers surge during pandemic spread, hospital
human resources are immediately put under pressure. As a result, organisations need to proactively consider the supply of their workforce. Consideration should be given to methods of workforce expansion, such as internal redeployment of staff to support areas of greatest demand and the external recruitment of staff from clinical and non-clinical settings. Sources of staff from non-clinical settings include those that have recently retired, returners from research and education, healthcare students and volunteers. Recruitment emphasis has to be given to both clinical and non-clinical staff, with non-clinical staff essential to optimising service delivery and ensuring adherence to infection control policies. Once workforce numbers are maximised, focus should be given to prioritising induction, training and familiarity with the new clinical environment. In order to optimise absolute numbers of staff, rotas should be redesigned to account for an increase in staff sickness rates and to ensure safe out-of-hours staffing levels.

The wellbeing of the workforce is an imperative during a prolonged major incident. Healthcare staff are at an increased risk of mental health issues during the COVID-19 pandemic, similar to those seen in the combat military, and organisations should prioritise local support systems to mitigate this. Procedures should be in place to monitor staff sickness and absenteeism. In the UK, the NHS has introduced a confidential staff support telephone line and has partnered with wellbeing apps to provide mental health and wellbeing support to staff, with many local trusts offering support as well. It is also important to consider staff who are most vulnerable to severe disease should they contract COVID-19, as well as those who live with vulnerable people, to ensure the appropriate protections are in place to minimise their level of risk whilst maximising use of their skills.

Domain two: Infrastructure and estates
Secondary care organisations should optimise all aspects of their infrastructure and estates in preparation for a COVID-19 surge. Hospitals will likely need to expand their medical and critical care capacity by redesigning existing spaces into clinical areas. Design layouts built around patient pathways should be considered to aid staff productivity. Cohorting of patients within the estate is also of utmost importance to adhere to infection control policies. Safe and efficient internal and external transportation pathways for patients, equipment, clinical supplies and specimens should be created.

Oxygen is a critical medical resource in the management of patients with COVID-19, so estates teams and pharmacy departments should partner to safeguard the supply, flow capacity and quality assurance of medical gas pipeline systems with strict adherence to fire regulations in oxygen-rich environments. Estates departments should ensure there is capacity to manage an increase in demand for non-clinical resources such as waste management, water, electricity, ventilation, heating, air conditioning, catering and parking. Hospitals are also likely to experience an increase in demand on their mortuary services, and procedures should be in place to ensure that respect and dignity is maintained in the movement and storage of patients after death.

Domain three: Supplies and equipment
The availability of sufficient supplies and equipment to respond to COVID-19 has been cited as a challenge worldwide. Procurement teams should collaborate with clinicians to review delivery ordering schedules, taking into consideration current stock inventories and anticipated additional needs for equipment, medical and non-medical supplies. This should be reviewed regularly in response to changing demands. Methods should be in place to monitor, maintain and accurately report equipment and stock levels in each clinical area. Escalation procedures for supply shortages within the organisation should be clearly communicated. Essential items to consider are personal protective equipment (PPE), respiratory support and infection control resources. Storage of stock should be organised and pre-prepared packs and checklists considered for clinical procedures, aiding staff productivity and minimising infection control risks. There should be contingency plans in place to ensure that all equipment is maintained and serviced appropriately. Actions to mitigate stock theft should also be implemented.

Domain four: Service reconfiguration
The reconfiguration of services to maximise inpatient and critical care capacity in response to a COVID-19 surge is vital. NHS hospitals have been encouraged to postpone all non-urgent elective operations and outpatient clinics and to urgently discharge medically fit patients. Systems may need to be adapted to ensure the effective triage of patients.

In addition, organisations need to consider how they maintain continuity of care for non-coronavirus patients while protecting these patients from contracting the illness, and measure and mitigate the unintended consequences of delayed presentations. This could involve developing alternative clinical pathways and models of care, as well as implementing appropriate admission avoidance schemes.

Domain five: Data and information technology
High-quality situation report data are critical to inform COVID-19 local and national decision-making, as well as communications to the general public. In the UK, the NHS is capturing key metrics such as inpatient bed occupancy levels and length of stay for COVID-19 patients to inform the response. Prior to a surge it is essential that data quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed. This may require additional administrative support to be embedded within the organisation. Sufficient analytical capabilities are essential to develop insight from this data, and hospital leadership should have the ability to respond to these insights. Additionally, COVID-19 has resulted in a spike in cyber-attacks and data security threats on hospitals; systems should be in place to minimise these risks and ensure that data is securely stored and managed according to national standards and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Domain six: Communications
Timely dissemination of information is of key importance to clinicians managing COVID-19 patients. Robust communication channels are vital to ensure staff are informed of the latest clinical guidance, local service re-organisation developments, wellbeing support services and patient safety escalation procedures. Personal protective equipment may be a direct barrier to receiving critical communications in the traditional manner (eg bleeps), so novel approaches may need to trialled. Information change has been rapid since the start of the outbreak, putting staff at significant risk of the ‘fog’ of information overload. As a result, hospital information should be filtered to be as concise and relevant as possible. The current pandemic has also resulted in sources of misinformation and staff should be equipped to address queries and concerns raised by patients.

Infection control policies should be clearly communicated to all patients and organisations should consider amendments to their visitor protocols. Systems should be in place to ensure that despite visitor restrictions, communication strategies are maintained between the relatives of patients and staff. Outpatients should be informed of service reorganisation developments, including the postponement of non-urgent surgeries and clinics. The organisation should ensure that external communications messaging is consistent with public health and national messaging.
Discussion

Pandemic preparedness
Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, most international pandemic preparedness plans focused on an outbreak model of pandemic influenza. In building this tool for COVID-19 preparedness, it has become apparent that although there are many areas of similarity in preparedness for most outbreaks, certain nuances of the disease have caught hospitals off-guard. In future, national, regional and local preparedness plans should include a variety of sensitivity scenarios, taking into account a variety of transmission modes, transmission rates and critical care equipment requirements (for example haemofiltration machines, as opposed to ventilators).

Wellbeing
The COVID-19 outbreak has highlighted the importance of maintaining a resilient workforce. It has emphasised the necessity to maintain staff wellbeing during business-as-usual times in order to give staff the capabilities to manage through a crisis. Corporations that see employee wellness as a source of competitive advantage outperform those who do not, with healthcare systems often neglecting staff wellbeing.

Sustaining the response
National government intervention has focused on reducing viral transmission rates in order to reduce load on hospitals and reduce the resulting excess mortality. However, this also prolongs strain on healthcare workers and healthcare supply chains and has put a stop to a wide range of activities, including routine but important healthcare services such as screening programmes. It is difficult to quantify the long-term impact of this on patients, healthcare services and society. A key challenge to hospitals and the systems in which they operate is to balance the negative, unintended consequences of government intervention and maximise business-as-usual healthcare service delivery.

Conclusion
The tool presented in this paper allows for a comprehensive multi-disciplinary approach to preparedness planning for COVID-19. However, it is not possible to produce a tool to acknowledge the uniqueness of certain hospitals and hospital settings. It is therefore vital to ensure clear accountability within the organisation for pandemic preparedness, stress-test these preparations and identify triggers and rate-limiting factors that may lead to rapid resource depletion and hospital decapacitation. Organisations should also consider their recovery strategies following the resolution of the COVID-19 pandemic as this is likely to pose a significant challenge.
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